
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

They interested me sufficiently to lead me to avail myself of all those
______________________ methods of obtaining information well known to
writers of narrative.

1.

(extraordinary/other)

This soldier was a deserter, and communicated the very important fact that
the ________________ army were in their encampment.
2.

(British/whole)

The doorway opened on a passage of ____________ masonry, which
shortly after branched in two.
3.

(Roman/old)

________________ liberty is possible only to a despot who is absolutely
and universally obeyed.
4.

(perfect/human)

At last he was startled back to consciousness by the fall of a
____________ drops of warm rain.
5.

(heavy/few)

There are __________________ features connected with the case.6.
(several/strange)

You will be able to spend the ___________ weeks in getting used to your
new position.
7.

(few/next)

In rural communities the church is the _______________ center.8.
(great/social)

Wrapped in their _____________ reflections they crouched in the stern,
keeping silent vigil over their sleeping companions.
9.

(own/gloomy)

Here a _____________ bars blocked the way.10. (few/wooden)

In __________________ instances the setting may not only suggest, but
may even cause, the action, and remain the deciding factor in determining its
course.

11.

(certain/special)

Less than this, a great deal less, does appear to satisfy _____________
women; and it may be that the interior just drawn, fairly judged, belongs to a
model lover and husband.

12.

(many/young)
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Mademoiselle Antoinette arranged the tableau with her _____________
taste, and the effect was enchanting.
13.

(usual/good)

Into this hole fell the ______________ hare.14. (poor/little)

For there had been a __________________ revival the previous year and
many had been pricked in conscience.
15.

(religious/great)

I had ______________________ excursions with my cousin William.16.
(interesting/several)

Instead of a ______________ hammer, he was flourishing an axe, and he
and his companions looked as furious as if they were going to revenge some
terrible injury.

17.

(neat/little)

There are a _________________ allusions in it.18. (historical/few)

This, however, is not the ________________ divergence.19.
(only/possible)

It is out of the question that I should deny the resemblance altogether,
since it has been remarked by so _________________ persons whom I
cannot reasonably accuse of a conspiracy.

20.

(many/different)
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